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By letter dated June 30, 2011, B&W NE submitted, for U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) staff review, Topical Report (TR) 08-0022089, Revision 1, (Reference 1 above).
Subsequently, NRC issued a Request for Additional Information (RAI) on December 22, 2011
(Reference 2 above). On February 2, 2012, B&W NE submitted a response to the RAI,
(Reference 3 above). Recently, in a conference call on March 3, 2012, the NRC staff requested
that B&W NE provide additional clarification regarding our RAI response related to Appendices
5, 6, 9, 11 and 13. The requested clarification is provided in the enclosures as discussed below.

Enclosure 1 is the revised response to the referenced RAI that includes the proposed
clarification and appropriate revision of TR information. Enclosure 2 is a markup of the original
RAI response (Reference 3) provided to facilitate the NRC's review. In addition Enclosure 3 is
the revised Instrument Setpoint Methodology Topical Report that incorporates changes
consistent with the revised RAI response.

Questions concerning this submittal may be directed to Jeff Halfinger at 434-316-7507 (email:iahalfinqer("•babcock.com) or Peter Hastings at 704-625-4978 (email:
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RAI No. 6236 Ltr. No. 4
Docket No. PROJ 0776

Enclosure 1
Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Energy, Inc. Revised Response to

Requests for Additional Information No. 6236
RAI Letter No. 4 for Appendices 5, 6, 9, 11, 13

B&W mPower Pre-Application Activities
Docket No. PROJ 0776

Topical Report 08-002089-001

Question 07.01-C Appendix-5
Figure 4.1 - The setpoint steps at the bottom of the figure (below the step "Determine the
Setpoint and Allowable Value"), deviate from A NSI/ISA 67.04.02 Figure 2. Explain how this
meets the guidance in RG 1.105 Rev 3.

B&W NE Response

Figure 4.1 of the B&W Instrument Setpoint Methodology is similar to Figure 2 in ANSI/ISA
67.04.02-2000, slightly amplified to provide more prescriptive guidance for obtaining the trip
setpoint (NTS P) from the analytical limit (AL) based upon either an increasing or decreasing
direction of the process variable. Figure 4.1 contains additio nal information not contained in
Figure 2 of ANSI/ISA 67.04.02-2000, this additional information has been removed.

The equation in section 4.2.3 for calculating the trip setpoint (NTSP) and limiting trip setpoint
(LTSP) is shown below in its current form:

LTSP = AL + CU

NTSP = AL + (CU + Margin)

Therefore, when following the guidance illustrated in Figure 4.1, and applying the mathematical
expressions from equation 4.2.3, for cases where the process signal increases towards the
analytical limit, NTSP and LTSP calculated as follows:

LTSP = AL - CU (increasing process)
NTSP = AL - (CU + Margin) (increasing process)

For cases where the process signal decreases towards the analytical limit, NTSP and LTSP
calculated as follows:

LTSP = AL + CU (decreasing process)
NTSP = AL + (CU + Margin) (decreasing process)

To summarize these steps, for an increasing process the channel uncertainty (CU) is
subtracted from the AL to obtain the LTSP, and the CU plus margin (if any) is subtracted from
the AL to obtain the NTSP. For a decreasingp rocess, the CU is added to the AL to obtain the
LTSP, and the CU plus margin (if any) is added to the AL to obtai n the NTSP. This is
consistent with and identical to the methods described in section 7.2 of ISA/ANSI-67.04.02-
2000.

These methods are consistent with the guidance in RG 1.105 for establishment of the LTSP as
the LSSS. The LTSP is determined by subtracting the CU from the AL for an increasing
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process, and adding the CU to the AL for a decreasing process. To determine the NTSP, a
value for safety margin may be added to the CU to add conservatism when establishing the
trip setpoint. The CU is determined using accepted statistical methods. The AV is determined
as the limiting value that the NTSP may-have when tested periodically and ensure that both
the AL and the SL are protected.

Equation 4.2.3 (page 18) of the topical report has been slightly modified to more clearly show
the mathematical relationship for calculation of the LTSP and NTSP explicitly for increasing
and decreasing processes as shown below:

4.2.3 Trip Setpoint

LTSP = AL - CU (incr
LTSP = AL + CU (dec

NTSP = AL - (CU + Margin)
NTSP = AL + (CU + Margin)

*easing process)
reasing process)

(increasing process)
(decreasing process)

Figure 4.1 has been revised as shown on the following page.
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Block Diagram Instrument Channel
(4.1.1)

Determine the Required Actuation Functions and Process/
Environmental Conditions Assumed for Each Function

(4.1.2)

Determine the Uncertainty Allowance for the Channel
(4.1.3).

aI

-1

U'J

- - - - -- -

lassify Each Module Harsh
Environment

(4.1.3.1)

Mild

Identify Normal Process Measurement
Effects (Head Effects, etc.)~(4.1.3.1)

Identify Normal Instrument Uncertainties
(Drift, Normal Temperature Effects, etc.)

(4.1.3.1)

Identify Accident Process Measurement
Effects (Ref. Leg Heatup, etc.)

(4.1.3.1)

Identity Accident Equipment Uncertainty
(Accident Temperature Effects, etc.) Apply

the most limiting value
('4.1.3.1) ,

Identify Other Normal Effects
. (4.1.3.1)

Identify Uncertainty Contributions
(4.1.3.1)

Identify Other Accident Effects (IR, etc.)
(4.1.3.1)

Classify Each Uncertainty (Random, Bias, etc.)
-(4.1.3.1)

Determine Module Uncertainties and
Combine for Channel Uncertainty

(4.1.4)

Determine the Setpoint and Allowable Value
(4.1.5 & 4.1.6)

Note: Numbers in Brackets Refer to
the Paragraph of the Methodology
Described in this Report

Figure 4.1: Setpoint Calculation Flow
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Question 07.01 -C Append ix-6
Section 4.1.3. 1 - The last paragraph in this section lists the "elements of uncertainty for any
module" and further specifies the definitions are provided in Appendix B. Two of the elements
the "as-left tolerance specification" and "as-found specification" are not defined in Appendix B.
The staff requests the applicant clarify the definitions of these elements.

B&W NE Response

The list in section 4.1.3.1 lists the various elements of uncertainty for a module and is not
intended to be all inclusive, but typical for an instrument channel. The terms "as-left tolerance
specification" and "as-found specification" should have matched the terms defined in Appendix
B. B&W recognizes that confusion was introduced since the names for the terms do not 'exactly match those definitions provided in Appendix B. Therefore, the list in paragraph 5 of
section 4.1.3.1 (pages 13-14), as shown below, has been revised to exactly match the defined
terms provided in Appendix B as shown below and provide clarification that the list is not all
inclusive but is typical for an instrument channel.

Elements of uncertainty f or any module that are considered are listed below (not all of the
uncertainties listed apply to. every measurement channel). This list is not intended to be all
inclusive but is typical for the instrument channel. Definitions, as appropriate, are provided in
Appendix B.

0 process measurements effect
& primary element accuracy
0 drift
0 temperature effects
0 radiation effects
0 static and ambient pressure effects
0 overpressure effect
0 measuring and test equipment uncertainty
0 power supply effects
0 indicator reading uncertainty
0 conversion accuracy
0 seismic effects
0 environmental effects - accident
0 as-left tolerance
0 as-found tolerance
0 propagation of uncertainty through modules,
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-9
Figure 5.1 - This figure shows Margin (Note 2) added to the setpoint calculation.
The staff requests that the applicant clarify the use of margin in the figure and revise the figure
to reflect both the +/- of AFT, ALT, and the location of Margin (Note 2) in relationship to NTSP,
AFT and AV (see below).

Sections 4.2.4, 4.2.5 and Figure 5.1:

" Section 4.2.4 - How is AFTTOT calculated as a +/- value and shown on both
sides of NTSP on Figure 5.1?

" Section 4.2.5 - How is AFTn calculated as a +/- value?
" Section 4.2.4 - Explain why the definition of Margin is different from Note 2

on Figure 5.1.
/ Is Margin (Note 2) correctly shown on Figure 5.1 ? see bullet I above.

" What value of ALT would be used in Figure 5.1 ? (Refer to RG 1.105 Rev. 3
Figure 1, "E. Region of Calibration Tolerance"),

B&W NE Response

To clarify the relationship between Margin and NTSP,'AFT and AV a number of changes were
made to Figure 5.1 and the text contained in Sections 4.1.5, 4.2.4, 4.2.5, and 4.2.7 of the
topical report.

The as-found tolerance is used, w hen applied to the NT SP, to determine the allowable value
for the instrument channel. The AV is the limiting value of an instrument's as-found trip setting
during surveillance testing while still ensuring the AL and SL are protected. If the as-found
value for the NTSP is non-conservative with respect to the AV, actions are required to restore
the NTSP. Additionally, RIS 2006-17 raised concerns about conditions w here the as-found
NTSP may be more conservative than the AV, indicating that abnormally large changes in the
trip setpoint have occurred which could be signs of the channel malfunctioning. Thus a concept
of a double-sided acceptance criteria band for the measured trip setpoint during surveillance
testing was introduced.

Section 4.1.5 (page 15) has been revised, as shown below, to clarify that the margin must be
greater than or equal to the as-found tolerance to ensure the AV never exceeds the LS SS.

The NTSP is established for normal plant operation by adding margin to the total channel
uncertainty. The margin associated with the establishment of the NTSP is discretionary based
on engineering judgment to add a level of conservatism. Typically, margin would be applied to
account for such factors as conservatively rounding to the nearest engineering unit or
accounting for any assumptions used in determination of initial channel setpoints. The margin
applied also takes into consideration the operating range for the instrument channel to ensure
the trip setpoint is not established too close to the operating range limits that may cause
spurious channel trips. The margin applied adds conservatism to move the NTSP farther from
the AL and must always be greater than or equal to the as-found tolerance to guarantee the
allowable value will never exceed the LSSS. By definition, the NTSP is equal to or more
conservative than the LTSP.

The determination of theAFTTOT in section 4.2.4 (page 19) has been revised by removing the
margin term in the determination of the AV, and includes the proper mathematical operator (+)•
to ensure the double-sided band is correctly applied as shown below:
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4.2.4 Allowable Value

AV = NTSP ± AFTTOT

Where:

AV = Allowable value.

NTSP = Trip setpoint.

AFTTOT = Total as-found tolerance for the entire instrument channel.

To protect against potential masking of equipment degradation during periodic surveillance
testing, no margin is included as part of the AV determination and the AFTTOT is applied as a
double-sided band around the NTSP..

AFTTOT determination includes consideration of all channel AFT uncertainties pertaining to the

calibration being performed. Therefore, when considering AV, AFTTOT is based on;

AFTTOT = + (AFT 1
2 + AFT2

2 + ... + ... .+ 2)1/2

Where:

AFTn = as-found tolerance for module "n" (see 4.2.5).

Section 4.2.7 (page 22) has been revised to clarify that the margin must be greater than or
equal to the as-found tolerance to ensure the AV never exceeds the LSSS as shown below:

Safety margin is a discretionary value determined by engineering judgment. Margin is applied
to accommodate normal expected conditions between surveillance intervals (e.g., drift). The
applied margin must ensure that NTSP + AFTTOT does not exceed the allowable value. The
minimum margin prevents expected channel drift from exceeding the AV.

Figure 5.1 has been updated to pro perly illustrate the application of a double-sided band for
the AFTTOT as applied to the NTSP to ensure consistency with revisions to equation 4.2.4
described above. Additional revisions and enhancements to Figure 5.1 (page 24) include the
following bulleted items. The revised figure is shown on the following page.

* Addition of a double-sided band for the ALT to aid in determination of channel
operability and be consistent with Figure 1 in RG. 1.105.

* Illustration of regions of different conditions that may exist during periodic surveillance
testing to clarify status of channel operability and required actions (if any).

* Removal of the margin applied to the AFTTOT and its associated note (Note 2). (To
protect against the potential for masking of equipment degradation during periodic
surveillance testing.)

* Identification that the margin must be greater than or equal to AFTTOT to ensure the AV
remains less than or equal to the LSSS (Note 1).
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Plant Safety Analysis and Desian Basis

SAFETY LIMIT (SL)

ANALYSIS MARGIN, TRANSIENT RESPONSE,
MODELING ERROR, RESPONSE TIME, ETC.

ANALYTIC LIMIT
(AL)

CHANNEL
UNCERTAINTY (CU)

[Equation 4.2.2]

LIMITING TRIP
SETPOINT (LTSP)

PEquation 4.2.3)

MARGIN

P SETPOINT 
(NTSP) NT1

TRIF
[Equation 4.2.3]

AS-LEFT
TOLERANCE

(ALT)

B

ALLOWABLE VALUE (AV)
[Equation 4.2.4]

TOTAL AS-FOUND

TOLERANCE BAND ±(AFTToT)
[Equation 4.2.5]

NORMAL
OPERATING MARGIN (OM)

[Equation 4.2.6]

NORMAL OPERATING
UPPER LIMIT (NUL)

OPERATING RANGE

L

REGION A: Channel is operable, no
calibration is required.

REGION B: Channel is operable, but
degraded. Recalibration is required and must
be evaluated for proper functionality.

REGION C: Channel is inoperable.
M Recalibration is required and must be evaluated

for proper functionality.

REGION D: Channel is inoperable.
M Recalibration is required and must be evaluated

for proper functionality.

A

SYSTEM SHUTDOWN

ILLUSTRATION SHOWN FOR
PROCESS PARAMETER

INCREASING TOWARD SETPOINT
AND IS NOT DRAWN TO SCALE

NOTES:
1. There is no set value for margin that is applied to the
CU to determine the NTSP. This margin of safety is a
discretionary value based on engineering judgment to
add conservatism when determining the NTSP, to ensure
protection of the analytical limit. The applied margin
must be greater than or equal to the as-found tolerance
to ensure the AV never exceeds the LSSS.

Figure 5.1: Setpoint Relationships - For Increasing Setpoint (Similar for decreasing setpoint, but
process is decreasing towards the setpoint).
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Question 07.01 -C Appendix-1I
Appendix A Figure A.2 - The staff requests the applicant to respond to the following:

Is margin correctly shown as 5.5 psig?
* Using example problem and Notes 1& 2 from Figure 5.1, what would AV, Margin 2

and AFTTOT be if Margin 1 is 5.5 psig (allowed by note 1) versus 55 psig?

B&W NE Response

Appendix A Figure A.2 contains a typographical error where the margin was incorrectly shown
as 5.5 psig. The proper value for the margin as determined in this example is 5.0% of the span
which is 55.,0 psig.

Based on the revision to Figure 5.1 and section 4.2.4 discussed in response to Question
07.01-C Appendix-9, the relationship between the allowable value, as-found and as-left
tolerances is more clearly understood. Figure A.2 has been revised to more clearly illustrate
the relationships in the example between the AFT and ALT as shown below. Additionally,
clarification has been added to indicate that the applied margin must be greater than or equal
to the as-found tolerance to ensure than the AV never exceeds the LSSS.

The text on page A-3 has been revised as show n below:

LTSP and NTSP are determined as follows for an increasing process using equation 4.2.3. A
margin of 5.0% of span (55 psig) is applied in accordance with Section 4.2.3 to the NTSP, which
is based on engineering judgment to include room for initial assumptions used in the calculation
uncertainties and to account for rounding errors. The LTSP is the LSSS used in the plant
technical specifications that protects the AL to satisfy 10 CFR 50.36. The applied margin must
ensure that NTSP + AFTTOT does not exceed the allowable value. The minimum margin
prevents expected channel drift from exceeding the AV.

AL = 1047.0 psig

CU = 31.4 psig

LSSS

Margin-AFTToT
= 55.0 psig

AV--975.7 psig

AFrom-_ 15.1 psig

NUL = 892.0 psig

Normal Operating Range

Figure A.2: Relationships between analytical limit and calculated setpoints
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Question 07.01 -C Appendix-13
Figure 4.1 - The portion of the figure that shows the setpoint calculation for a&harsh
environment does not specify seismic effects as described in section 4.3. 1.1 paragraph 2 and
equation 4.2.1. Is seismic considered in figure 4.1 and if so how would this be applied to the
setpoint calculation for normal, seismic, and other postulated accident conditions, as
applicable?

B&W NE Response

Th4 flow path presented in Figure 4.1(page 9) is provided for illustrative purposes to
demonstrate how, for instrument channels in harsh environments, the additional evaluation of
uncertainties is required. It was not intended to list all uncertainty contributions for instrument
channels subject to harsh conditions during normal or postulated design basis accident
conditions in this figure.

The method for treating channel uncertainties for portions of the instrument channel that are
subject to harsh environments during normal, seismic and other postulated design basis
accidents is included in the current text in section 4.1.3.1 (pages 13-14) in the topical report.

Section 4.1.3.1 has been revised, as shown below, to add clarification and indicate the most
limiting uncertainty will be applied for portions of an instrument channel subject to a harsh
environment during postulated DBAs.

4.1.3.1 Contributing Uncertainties

The environment is analyzed and classified as mild or harsh. The environment in any. plant area
is considered harsh if, because of postulated accidents, the temperature, pressure, relativity
humidity, vibration (seismic displacement), or radiation significantly increases above the normal
conditions. A mild environment is an environment that at no time is more severe than the
expected environment during normal plant operation, including anticipated operational
occurrences.

For portions of the instrument channel that are located in a harsh environment, the accident
process measurement effects are determined (e.g., reference leg heat-up, density changes,
radiation exposure, seismic experience, etc.) and the uncertainties are determined. The most
limiting uncertainities (temprature, radition, etc.) wil be applied. For portions of the instrument
channel that are located in a mild environment, the normal process measurement effects are
identified and uncertainties are determined. All uncertainties are included as applicable.

After the environmental conditions are determined, the potential uncertainties affecting each
portion of the channel are identified.

Uncertainties are classified as random or non-random (Section 3.2). This determination is an
interactive process requiring the development of assumptions and, where possible, verification.
of assumptions based on actual data. The determination of type of uncertainty establishes
whether the SRSS method can be used or if the uncertainty is to be added algebraically, or a
combination of both.
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RAI No. 6236 Ltr. No. 4
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Enclosure 2
Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Energy, Inc. Revised Response to

Requests for Additional Information No. 6236
RAI Letter No. 4 for Appendices 5, 6, 9, 11, 13

B&W mPower Pre-Application Activities
Docket No. PROJ 0776

Topical Report 08-002089-001

Question 07.01-C Appendix-5
Figure 4.1 - The setpoint steps at the bottom of the figure (below the step "Determine the
Setpoint and Allowable Value'), deviate from A NSI/ISA 67.04.02 Figure 2. Explain how this
meets the guidance in RG 1.105 Rev 3.

B&W NE Response

Figure 4.1 of the B&W Instrument Setpoint Methodology is similar to Figure 2 in ANSI/ISA
67.04.02-2000, slightly amplified to provide more prescriptive guidance for obtaining the trip
setpoint (NTSP) from the analytical limit (AL) based upon either an increasing or decreasing
direction of the process variable. The amplified portion of Fi 4.1 refer, to section 4 . 2 for
the.mathematical equation to use for calculating of the tr tp-int and p.roides g"uidance on
the use of the equations based upo R the direction, of th process ariable-. Figure 4.1 contains
additional information not contained in Figure 2 of ANSI/ISA 67.04.02-2000, this additional
information has been removed.

The equation in section 4.2.3 for calculating the trip setpoint (NTSP) and limiting trip setpoint
(LTSP) is shown below in its current form:

LTSP = AL + CU

NTSP = AL + (CU + Margin)

Therefore, when following the guidance illustrated in Figure 4.1, and applying the mathematical
expressions from equation 4.2.3, for cases where the process signal increases towards the
analytical limit, NTSP and LTSP calculated as follows:

LTSP = AL - CU (increasing process)
NTSP = AL - (CU + Margin) (increasing process)

I For cases where the process signal iereaee-decreases towards the analytical limit, NTSP
and LTSP calculated as follows:

LTSP = AL + CU (decreasing process)
NTSP = AL + (CU + Margin) (decreasing process)

To summarize these steps, for an increasing process the channel uncertainty (CU) is
subtracted from the AL to obtain the LTSP, and the CU plus margin (if any) is subtracted from
the AL to obtain the NTSP. For a decreasinq process, the CU is added to the AL to obtain the
LTSP, and the CU plus margin (if any) is added to the AL to obtain the NTSP. This is
consistent with and identical to the methods described in section 7.2 of ISA/ANSI-67.04.02-
2000.
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These methods are consistent with the guidance in RG 1.105 for establishment of the LTSP as
the LSSS. The LTSP is determined by subtracting the CU from the AL for an increasing
process, and adding the CU to the AL for a decreasing process. To determine the NTSP, a
value for safety margin may be added to the CU to add conservatism when establishing the
trip setpoint. The CU is determined using accepted statistical methods. The AV is determined
as the limiting value that the NTSP may have when tested periodically and ensure that both
the AL and the SL are protected.

NO •chango... to Figure 4. 1 will be made; how.ver Eequation 4.2.3 (page 18) of the topical
report wili-behas been slightly modified to more clearly show ths-the mathematical relationship
for calculation of the L TSP and NTSP explicitly for increasing and decreasing processes with
change. highlighted i n shaded text- as shown below:

4.2.3 Trip Setpoint

LTSP = AL - CU (increasing process)
LTSP = AL + CU (decreasing process)

NTSP = AL - (CU + Margin) (increasing process)
NTSP = AL + (CU + Margin) (decreasing process)

I Figure 4.1 has been revised as shown on the following page.
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Block Diagram Instrument Channel
(4.1.1)

Determine the Required Actuation Functions and Processl
Environmental Conditions Assumed for Each Function

(4.1.2)

Determine the Uncertainty Allowance for the Channel
(4.1.3)

lasf Eah odl Harsh

Identify Normal Process Measurement
Effects (Head Effects, etc.)

(4.1.3.1)

SIdentify Normal Instrument Uncertainties
(Drift, Normal Temperature Effects, etc.)

(4.1.3.1)

Identify Accident Process Measurement
Effects (Ref. Leg Heatup, etc.)

(4.1.3.1)

ac

au

Identify Accident Eq'uipment Uncertainty
(Accident Temperature Effects, etc.) Apply

the most limiting value
(4.1.3.1)

Zr

Ident

Identify

Classify Each

ify Other Normal Effects
(4.1.3.1)

Uncertainty Contributions
(4.1.3.1)I

Identify Other Accident Effects (IR, etc.)
(4.1.3.1)

Uncertainty (Random, Bias, etc.)
(4.1.3.1)

Determine Module Uncertainties and
Combine for Channel Uncertainty

(4.1.4)

Determine the Setpoint and Allowable Value
(4.1.5 & 4.1.6)

Note: Numbers in Brackets Refer to
the Paragraph of the Methodology'
Described in this Report

Figure 4.1: Setpoint Calculation Flow
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-6
Section 4.1.3.1 - The last paragraph in this section lists the "elements of uncertainty for any
module" and further specifies the definitions are provided in Appendix B. Two of the elements
the "as-left tolerance specification" and "as-found specification" are not defined in Appendix B.
The staff requests the applicant clarify the definitions of these elements.

B&W NE Response

The list in section 4.1.3.1 lists the various elements of uncertainty for a module and is not
intended to be all inclusive, but typical for an instrument channel. The terms "as-left tolerance
specification" and "as-found specification" should have matched the terms defined in Appendix
B. B&W recognizes that confusion was introduced since the names for the terms do not
exactly match those definitions provided in Appendix B. Therefore, the list in paragraph 5 of
section 4.1.3.1 (pages 13-14), as shown below, wi-lbehas been revised to exactly match the
defined terms provided in Appendix B as shown with changes highlighted in shaded toxt below
and provide clarification that the list is not all inclusive but is typical for an instrument channel.

Elements of uncertainty for any module that are considered are listed below (not all of the
uncertainties listed apply to every measurement channel). This list is not intended to be all
inclusive but is typical for the instrument channel. Definitions, as appropriate, are provided in
Appendix B.

* process measurements effect
* primary element accuracy
* drift
• temperature effects
" radiation effects
• static and ambient pressure effects
" overpressure effect
* measuring and test equipment uncertainty
* power supply effects
* indicator reading uncertainty
* conversion accuracy
* seismic effects
" environmental effects - accident
* as-left tolerance
* as-found tolerance
* propagation of uncertainty through modules
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-9
Figure 5.1 - This figure shows Margin (Note 2) added to the setpoint calculation.
The staff requests that the applicant clarify the use of margin in the figure and revise the figure
to reflect both the +/- of AFT, ALT, and the location of Margin (Note 2) in relationship to NTSP,
AFT and A V (see below).

Sections 4.2.4, 4.2.5 and Figure 5.1:

• Section 4.2.4 - How is AFTTOT calculated as a +/- value and shown on both
sides of NTSP on Figure 5.1?

" Section 4.2.5 - How is AFTn calculated as a +/- value?
• Section 4.2.4 - Explain why the definition of Margin is different from Note 2

on Figure 5.1.
/ Is Margin (Note 2) correctly shown on Figure 5. 1? see bullet 1 above.

• What value of ALTwould/be used in Figure 5.1 ? (Refer to RG 1.105 Rev. 3
Figure 1, "E. Region of Calibration Tolerance'"

B&W NE Response

To clarify the relationship between Margin and NTSP, AFT and AV a number of changes were
made to Figure 5.1 and the text contained in S ections 4.1.5, 4.2.4, and 4.2.5, and 4.2.7 of the
topical report.

The as-found tolerance is used, when applied to the NT SP, to determine the allowable value
for the instrument channel. The AV is the limiting value of an instrument's as-found trip setting
during surveillance testing while still ensuring the AL and SL are protected. If the as-found
value for the NTSP is non-conservative with respect to the AV, actions are required to restore
the NTSP. Additionally, RIS 2006-17 raised concerns about conditions w here the as-found
NTSP may be more conservative than the AV, indicating that abnormally large changes in the
trip setpoint have occurred which could be signs of the channel malfunctioning. Thus a concept
of a double-sided acceptance criteria band for the measured trip setpoint during surveillance
testing was introduced.

Section 4.1.5 (page 15) has been re vised, as shown below, to clarify that the margin must be
greater than or equal to the as-found tolerance to ensure the A V never exceeds the LSSS.

The NTSP is established for normal plant operation by adding margin to the total channel
uncertainty. The margin associated with the establishment of the NTSP is discretionary based
on engineering judgment to add a level of conservatism. Typically, margin would be applied to
account for such factors as conservatively rounding to the nearest engineering unit or
accounting for any assumptions used in determination of initial channel setpoints. The margin
applied also takes into consideration the operating range for the instrument channel to ensure
the trip setpoint is not established too close to the operating range limits that may cause
spurious channel trips. The margin applied adds conservatism to move the NTSP farther from
the AL and must always be greater than or equal to the as-found tolerance to guarantee the
allowable value will never exceed the LSSS. By definition, the NTSP is equal to or more
conservative than the LTSP.

The determination of the AFTTOT in section 4.2.4 (page 19) has been revised by removing the
margin term in the determination of the AV, and includes the proper mathematical operator (+)
to ensure the double-sided band is correctly applied as shown below with the changso
highlighted inthe s~haded text:
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4.2.4 Allowable Value

AV = NTSP * AFTTOT

Where:

AV = Allowable value.
NTSP = Trip setpoint.

AFTTOT = Total as-found tolerance for the entire instrument channel.

To protect against identification -ofpotential masking of equipment degradation during periodic
surveillance testing, no margin is included as part of the AV determination and the AFTTOT is
applied as a double-sided band around the NTSP.

AFTTOT determination includes consideration of all channel AFT uncertainties pertaining to the

calibration being performed. Therefore, when considering AV, AFTTOT is based on;

AFTTOT = + (AFT1
2 + AFT2

2 +... .+... AFTn2)1

Where:

AFTn = as-found tolerance for module "n" (see 4.2.5).

Section 4.2.7 (page 22) has been re vised to clarify that the margin must be greater than or
equal to the as-found tolerance to ensure the A V never exceeds the LSS S as shown below:

Safety margin is a discretionary value determined by engineenng judgment. Margin is applied
to accommodate normal expected conditions between surveillance intervals (e.g., drift). The
applied margin must ensure that NTSP + AFTTOT does not exceed the allowable value. The
minimum margin prevents expected channel drift from exceeding the A V.

Figure 5.1 has been updated to pro perly illustrate the application of a double-sided band for
the AFTTOT as applied to the NTSP to ensure consistency with revisions to equation 4.2.4
described above. Additional revisions and enhancements to Figure 5.1 (page 24) include the
following bulleted items. The revised figure is shown on the following page.

" Addition of a double-sided band for the ALT to aid in determination of channel
operability and be consistent with Figure 1 in RG. 1.105.

* Illustration of regions of different conditions that may exist during periodic surveillance
testing to clarify status of channel operability and required actions (if any).

" Removal of the margin applied to the AFTTOT and its associated note (Note 2). (To
protect against the potential for masking of equipment degradation during periodic
surveillance testing.)

* Identification that the margin must be greater than or equal t o AFTTOT to ensure the A V
remains less than or equal to the LS SS (Note 1).
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Plant Safety Analysis and Desian Basis

SAFETY LIMIT (SL)

ANALYSIS MARGIN, TRANSIENT RESPONSE,
MODELING ERROR, RESPONSE TIME, ETC,

ANALYTIC LIMIT -_--__ --_ --__--_

(AL) T

CHANNEL
UNCERTAINTY (CU)

[Equation 4.2.2]

Periodic Surveillance Testing

LIMITING TRIP
SETPOINT (LTSP)

[Equation 4.2.3]

M
(l

TRIP SETPOINT (NTSP)
[Equation 4.2.3]

ALLOWABLE VALUE (AV)
[Equation 4.2.4]

AS-LEFT TOTAL AS-FOUND
TOLERANCE TOLERANCE BAND ±(AFTTOT)

(ALT) [Equation 4.2.5]

BNORMAL
OPERATING MARGIN (OM)

[Equation 4.2.6]

NORMAL OPERATING
UPPER LIMIT (NUL)

OPERATING RANGE

REGION A: Channel is operable, no
calibration is required.

REGION B: Channel is operable, but
degraded. Recalibration is required and must
be evaluated for proper functionality.

REGION C: Channel is inoperable.
Recalibration is required and must be evaluated
for proper functionality.

REGION D: Channel is inoperable.
I Recalibration is required and must be evaluated

for proper functionality.

SYSTEM SHUTDOWN

ILLUSTRATION SHOWN FOR
PROCESS PARAMETER

INCREASING TOWARD SETPOINT
AND IS NOT DRAWN TO SCALE

NOTES:
1. There is no set value for margin that is applied to the
CU to determine the NTSP. This margin of safety is a
discretionary value based on engineering judgment to
add conservatism when determining the NTSP, to ensure
protection of the analytical limit, The applied margin
must be greater than or equal to the as-found tolerance
to ensure the AV never exceeds the LSSS.

Figure 5.1: Setpoint Relationships - For Increasing Setpoint (Similar for decreasing setpoint, but
process is decreasing towards the setpoint).
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-1 I
Appendix A Figure A.2 - The staff requests the applicant to respond to the following:

" Is margin correctly shown as 5.5 psig?
" Using example problem and Notes 1& 2 from Figure 5.1, what would AV, Margin 2

and AFTTOT be if Margin I is 5.5 psig (allowed by note 1) versus 55 psig?

B&W NE Response

Appendix A Figure A.2 contains a typographical error where the margin was incorrectly shown
as 5.5 psig. The proper value for the margin as determined in this example is 5.0% of the span
which is 55.0 psig.

Based on the revision to Figure 5.1 and section 4.2.4 discussed in response to Question
07.01-C Appendix-9, the relationship between the allowable value, as-found and as-left
tolerances is more clearly understood. Figure A.2 has been revised to more clearly illustrate
the relationships in the example between the AFT and ALT as shown below. Additionally,
clarification has been added to indicate that the applied margin must be greater than or equal
to the as-found tolerance to ensure than the A V never exceeds the LSS S.

The text on page A-3 has been revised as shown below:

L TSP and NTSP are determined as follows for an increasing process using equation 4.2.3. A
margin of 5.0% of span (55 psig) is applied in accordance with Section 4.2.3 to the NTSP, which
is based on engineering judgment to include room for initial assumptions used in the calculation
uncertainties and to account for rounding errors. The LTSP is the LSSS used in the plant
technical specifications that protects the AL to satisfy 10 CFR 50.36. The applied margin must
ensure that NTSP + AFTTOT does not exceed the allowable value. The minimum margin
prevents expected channel drift from exceeding the A V.

AL = 1047.0 psig

CU = 31.4 psig

LTSP = 1015.6 psig
LSSS - b0

Marginr-AFTToT 
AV-9757psig

= 55.0 psig ALI(T)= 966• psig
SNTSP = 960.6 psig "- - - - }ALT=_±55psg9} AFTTrn- 151 psig

AL7T-) = 9551 psig

AV=945 5 psig

Operating Margin = 88.6 psig

NUL =N892.0 psig Rag"• Nor'al Operatn Range

Figure A.2: Relationships between analytical limit and calculated setpoints
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-13
Figure 4.1 - The portion of the figure that shows the setpoint calculation for a harsh
environment does not specify seismic effects as described in section 4.3.1.1 paragraph 2 and
equation 4.2.1. Is seismic considered in figure 4.1 and if so how would this be applied to the
setpoint calculation for normal, seismic, and other postulated accident conditions, as
applicable?

B&W NE Response

The flow path presented in Figure 4.1(page 9) is provided for illustrative purposes to
demonstrate how, for instrument channels in harsh environments, the additional evaluation of
uncertainties is required. It was not intended to list all uncertainty contributions for instrument
channels subject to harsh conditions during normal or postulated design basis accident
conditions in this figure.

The method for treating channel uncertainties for portions of the instrument channel that are
subject to harsh environments during normal, seismic and other postulated design basis
accidents is included in the current text in section 4.1.3.1 (pages 13-14) in the topical report.
The applicable portions of this sccion that explicitly includo the uncertainties due to seicmic
offocts aro highlighted b-elow.

Section 4.1.3.1 has been revised, as shown below, to add clarification and indicate the most
limiting uncertainty will be applied for portions of an instrument channel subject to a harsh
environment during postulated DBAs.

4.1.3.1 Contributing Uncertainties

The environment is analyzed and classified as mild or harsh. The environment in any plant area
is considered harsh if, because of postulated accidents, the temperature, pressure, relativity
humidity, vibration (seismic displacement), or radiation significantly increases above the normal
conditions. A mild environment is an environment that at no time is more severe than the
expected environment during normal plant operation, including anticipated operational
occurrences.

For portions of the instrument channel that are located in a harsh environment, the accident
process measurement effects are determined (e.g., reference leg heat-up, density changes,
radiation exposure, seismic experience, etc.) and the uncertainties are determined. The most
limiting uncertainities (temprature, radition, etc.) wil be applied. For portions of the instrument
channel that are located in a mild environment, the normal process measurement effects are
identified and uncertainties are determined. All uncertainties are included as applicable.

After the environmental conditions are determined, the potential uncertainties affecting each
portion of the channel are identified.

Uncertainties are classified as random or non-random (Section 3.2). This determination is an
interactive process requiring the development of assumptions and, where possible, verification
of assumptions based on actual data. The determination of type of uncertainty establishes
whether the SRSS method can be used or if the uncertainty is to be added algebraically, or a
combination of both.
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